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The Autodigestion Hypothesis for Shock and Multi-organ Failure

Geert W. Schmid-Schönbein and Marisol Chang
Department of Bioengineering, The Institute of Engineering in Medicine, University of California
San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA

Abstract
An important medical problem with high mortality is shock, sepsis and multi-organ failure. They
have currently no treatments other than alleviation of symptoms. Shock is accompanied by strong
markers for inflammation and involves a cascade of events that leads to failure in organs even if
they are not involved in the initial insult. Recent evidence indicates that pancreatic digestive
enzymes carried in the small intestine after mixing with ingested food are a major cause for multi-
organ failure. These concentrated and relatively non-specific enzymes are usually
compartmentalized inside the intestinal lumen as requirement for normal digestion. But after
breakdown of the mucosal barrier they leak into the wall of the intestine and start an autodigestion
process that includes destruction of villi in the intestine. Digestive enzymes also generate
cytotoxic mediators, which together are transported into the systemic circulation via the portal
venous system, the intestinal lymphatics and via the peritoneum. They cause various degrees of
cell and organ dysfunction that can reach the point of complete organ failure. Blockade of
digestive enzymes in the lumen of the intestine in experimental forms of shock serves to reduce
breakdown of the mucosal barrier and autodigestion of the intestine, organ dysfunctions and
mortality.
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Introduction
Following almost two centuries of experimental and preclinical studies, the past two decades
have witnessed a robust body of evidence to indicate that markers of inflammation
accompany virtually all diseases. A rich assortment of hallmarks for inflammation has been
documented, including leukocyte or platelet activation and adhesion to the endothelium,
thrombosis, inflammatory gene expression. inflammatory molecules like reactive oxygen
species, cytokines, lymphokines, complements or acute phase proteins (e.g. C-reactive
proteins, fibrinogen) to name just a few (29, 45, 50). An increasing number of clinical trials
confirm that markers for inflammation are detected in plasma of different patient groups
irrespective of the particular organs exhibiting clinical symptoms in these groups (28, 34,
51). This is a remarkable body of evidence establishing an association between
inflammatory markers and disease.
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The inflammatory cascade fundamentally serves over a lifetime as a tissue repair mechanism
after an injury to stop bleeding, prevent infections, remove injured tissue and replace it with
new tissue and blood vessels (22, 57). It appears to be the only repair mechanism in adult
tissues; embryonic tissues have alternative repair mechanisms (46). Key steps in tissue
repair require the blood-clotting cascade, cell adhesion and cell-signaling molecules (e.g.
chemokines, cytokines, acute phase proteins), degrading enzymes, growth factors, cell
migration and phagocytosis, mitosis and stem cell differentiation. These same steps are
observed in the inflammatory cascade. Thus biochemical markers in plasma, such as C-
reactive protein levels, are a signature for a repair process in progress towards an eventual
resolution of the injury.

If the inflammatory cascade serves as a repair mechanism, then what causes tissue injury in
the first place? Identification of the primary event that leads to tissue injury is the “Holy
Grail” for development of strategies to prevent disease and a requirement for optimization of
treatment. While many injury mechanisms are recognized today (e.g. trauma, burns,
infections, tumor growth, genetic mutations), we will highlight here a fundamental
mechanism that has received little attention in the past, a process that is closely linked to the
digestive system and which we designate as autodigestion (Fig. 1). It is evident for example
in the case of Shock and Multi-organ Failure.

Shock and Multi-organ Failure
Physiological shock followed by multi-organ failure is the primary cause of death in
younger people and patients in intensive care units. The number of deaths is of the order of
hundreds of thousands each year in the US alone, and there is currently no treatment other
than alleviation of symptoms (“early goal-directed therapy”) (48). Many clinical trials have
been carried out to try to improve survival rates. The most recent treatment designed to
interfere with coagulation and neutrophil rolling on the endothelium in shock was
withdrawn from the US market in 2011 (36). The number of research reports listed in the US
National Library of Medicine addressing “shock” and “sepsis” in early 2013 exceeds
290,000 and is especially rich in the trauma and critical care literature.

Strong plasma markers for inflammation accompany physiological shock. The nature and
level of such biochemical markers depends, however, on the specific insult that causes the
shock. For example, experimental endotoxic shock (by infusion of bacterial endotoxins into
the circulation) is associated with significant systemic leukocyte activation as well as
cytokine release (e.g. TNFα), while in contrast experimental hemorrhagic shock (by
temporary reduction of the blood volume and central arterial blood pressure) with similar
mortality rate may show leukocyte activation while at the same time undetectable levels of
TNFα (6). Septic shock patients have extensive cytokine release (16). These cytokines have
been regarded in the past as possible targets for intervention, a hypothesis that was not
confirmed in clinical trials (e.g. in the case of IL-1, TNFα). The evidence is consistent with
the notion that cytokines are signaling molecules synthesized as part of the repair side of
inflammation. Their inhibition in shock may be a questionable strategy. To develop a new
therapeutic approach we need to bring to light the initial injury mechanisms in shock.

Trigger Mechanisms for Multi-organ Failure
Trauma, blood loss, infections, allergic reactions, or exposure to non-physiological
temperatures (e.g. burns) or to cytotoxic chemicals are primary insults that can lead to
physiological shock. If sufficiently severe, each of these insults causes loss of cell functions
and multi-organ failure. Even though the trigger mechanisms are different for each case,
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there is an underlying mechanism that leads to cell dysfunctions with eventual multi-organ
failure even in organs that are not victims of the initial insult.

We have obtained the first evidence for a tissue injury mechanism that is common to
multiple shock forms. The mechanism was brought to light in the specific model of
experimental hemorrhagic shock. Temporary reduction of the blood volume (e.g. to a mean
arterial blood pressure of 35 mmHg for 1–2 hours) followed by return of blood volume leads
to an initial blood pressure restoration but is followed within hours by a progressive
reduction of blood pressure. The reduction of the blood pressure is accompanied by
development of cell dysfunctions, loss of metabolic and immunological functions, abnormal
enhancement of cell activation (e.g. leukocytes, endothelium), and development of
microvascular and organ failure. Multi-organ failure after hemorrhagic shock can occur in
healthy individuals at any age. Furthermore, the lethal outcome of hemorrhagic shock is also
independent of bacteria as suggested by even early experiments with aseptic animals (59) as
well as by the inability of even aggressive antibiotic treatment to prevent organ failure in
many patients.

Inflammatory Mediators in Plasma during Shock
A remarkable feature is that during hemorrhagic shock inflammatory markers in plasma can
be detected already within an hour after blood pressure reduction, and at this early stage is
able to depress organ function or to provide strong activation, e.g. of naive donor leukocytes
(5). One hour is too short for significant de-novo biosynthesis of mediators, like cytokines.
The mediators in blood have the ability to suppress many cell function (e.g. reduction of
cardiac contraction (31)), activate circulating leukocytes (27, 56) – in fact they affect most
physiological functions.

Decades of analysis into the biochemistry of molecules that may cause pathophysiological
activity in shock plasma has not led to a conclusive picture. Candidate mediators have been
proposed (complement, endotoxins, lipid mediators, fibronectin fragments, and others), but
it has not been possible to demonstrate that removal of these molecules reduces the activity
of shock plasma, for example the ability to activate leukocytes. Thus in shock plasma an
activity is present whose identification may require a different approach.

Pancreatic Digestive Enzymes
Analysis of a range of organs shows that during an ischemic state many of them have the
ability to cause cell activation. But the pancreas stands out as an organ, which not only has
the ability to generate pro-inflammatory but also cytotoxic mediators (26, 31, 56) (Fig. 2).
Another organ that has the ability to produce cytotoxic mediators is the small intestine, but
only in the presence of its luminal contents (43, 56). If the lumen is rinsed, the ability of the
intestinal wall to generate inflammatory mediators is reduced, but it returns when digestive
proteases are restored (56). The inflammatory mediators are independent of endotoxins. In
light of the fact that the pancreas serves to synthesize and discharge digestive enzymes into
the intestine as part of normal digestion, all the evidence points towards pancreatic digestive
enzymes as a major source for cell dysfunction and cytotoxicity in shock.

The Mucosal Barrier: Containment of Pancreatic Digestive Enzymes
Pancreatic digestive enzymes are the basic requirement for degradation of food in the small
intestine. After synthesis and discharge from the pancreas into the duodenum, they are fully
activated in the lumen of the intestine. They are relatively concentrated and non-specific in
their ability to cleave biopolymers (e.g. proteins and peptides, polysaccharides, triglycerides,
nucleic acid chains) to optimize digestion. It is possible to digest an intestine as part of a
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food source without digesting one’s own intestine. Protection against autodigestion is
possible by compartmentalization of the digestive enzymes inside the lumen of the intestine,
a mechanism facilitated by the mucosal barrier in the intestine (9). This barrier is made up of
the mucosal epithelium and a mucin layer in addition to goblet cells, precursor stem cells
and lymphocyte populations. The thickness of the mucin layer is up to several hundred
micrometer. It consists of several isoforms, which in part are attached to the epithelium (e.g.
mucin 13) and in part are secreted (e.g. mucin 2) from goblet cells into the lumen of the
intestine and carried along with food by peristaltic transport. Powerful digestive enzymes,
e.g. trypsin, need to be prevented from approaching the epithelial membrane in order to
avoid cleavage of epithelial membrane receptors and interference with the normal
transmembrane transport that is part of epithelial absorption during digestion.

Should the mucosal barrier be breached in the presence of digestive enzymes in the lumen of
the intestine, these digestive enzymes escape into the intestinal wall and into the systemic
circulation, leading to organ failure, blood pressure reduction and mortality within hours
even in an otherwise normal circulation (25). Thus, the mucosal barrier in the intestine is a
key requirement to protect against autodigestion, and it serves to minimize escape of other
components from the lumen into the intestinal wall as well, such as bacteria and their
products, partially digested food, peptide fragments and cytotoxic unbound free fatty acids.

Failure of the Mucosal Barrier in Shock
Pancreatic digestive enzymes are in direct contact with the mucosal barrier and the mucin
layer. In spite of this exposure, the digestive enzymes in a normal intestine only minimally
degrade the mucin layer. The glycosylated and hydrated superstructure of mucin serves to
minimize proteolysis of mucin’s core protein structure (35) and passage of digestive
enzymes across the mucin barrier is minimal during normal digestion (9, 25).

This evidence suggests that after a primary insult in shock, a set of mechanisms trigger
elevation of the mucosal permeability to the digestive enzymes. These mechanisms likely
depend on the specific primary events precipitating the shock. For example, ischemic
conditions can lead to oxygen and ATP depletion in the mucosal epithelium and this
depletion interferes with membrane transport, intercellular adhesion of the epithelium and
paracellular permeability (37). Thus in hemorrhagic shock the ATP depletion during
ischemia (and not the pancreatic digestive enzymes) causes the mucosal layer breakdown
(8), so that supply of oxygen via oxygen carriers inside the lumen of the intestine serves to
prevent entry of digestive enzymes into the wall of the intestine (7). The ischemia in
hemorrhagic shock also causes activation of matrix metalloproteinases, which in turn have
the ability to cleave the ectodomain of membrane receptors and thereby undermine epithelial
barrier function (2). Alternatively, in the presence of inflammatory mediators stimulation of
specific receptors may open the mucosal barrier (e.g. TLR4 in the presence of endotoxin)
(21). Evidence for such a pathway comes from endotoxic and peritonitis shock models in
which a similar entry of digestive enzymes into the wall of the intestine occurs (14, 19). The
presence of endotoxin stimulates an enhancement of the mucosal permeability, facilitating
leakage of the digestive enzymes out of the lumen of the small intestine. There may be other
mechanisms by which the mucosal barrier becomes permeable to digestive enzymes,
including trigger molecules derived from food components (42, 58).

Escape of Digestive Enzymes from the Lumen of the Intestine -
Autodigestion

Zymographic tracing indicates that pancreatic digestive proteases enter the wall of the
intestine in shock within minutes (Fig. 3). Their transport distances from the lumen into the
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wall of the intestine are short. In the rat digestive protease activity can be detected over the
full thickness of the intestinal wall within a period of less than an hour (9).

Entry of digestive enzymes into the intercellular spaces between epithelial cells leads to
cleavage of the ectodomain of membrane receptors, including the inter-epithelial adhesion
receptors (e.g. E-cadherin) (9). Further transport of digestive enzymes into the villi causes a
dramatic destruction of their structures irrespective of the choice of the shock model (14, 38)
(Fig. 4). The villi are degraded starting at their tips and over time reduce in length.
Depending on the severity of shock, the villi and mucosal barrier may disappear altogether,
fully exposing the underlying sub-mucosa and muscularis to the digestive enzymes. The
tissue destruction includes cleavage of membrane signaling receptor (e.g. TLR4)
undermining the ability of cells in the intestinal wall to signal physiological and
immunological functions (8).

Once digestive enzymes enter into the wall of the intestine, they also generate tissue
degradation products among which unbound free fatty acids are the most cytotoxic ones.
Unbound free fatty acids directly dissolve in membrane bi-lipid layers, cause bleb
formation, membrane rupture and necrosis (44). While proteases may cleave membrane
receptor, and thereby undermine cell function and cause cell detachment (1), they may not
cause actual cell death. Cleaved membrane receptors may be absorbed into autophagosomes
and are reconstituted into the membrane from intracellular pools, as is the case during cell
culturing (e.g. by use of trypsin during cell passage from dish to dish). In contrast, the
presence of even low concentrations of unbound free fatty acids is cytotoxic to the degree
that the cells of the villi undergo apoptosis and necrotic destruction (44).

The entry of digestive enzymes and their degradation products into the wall of the intestine
during shock is followed by further transport into the systemic circulation via the portal
venous system, the intestinal lymphatics (47), and also via passage through the peritoneal
cavity (23). Protease activity is detected in the plasma (2, 14), and consequently peripheral
organs are exposed to the pathogenic combination of digestive enzymes and cytotoxic
mediators. This mixture may mediate not only systemic cell death but also cleavage of
membrane receptors and a compromise of their cell functions. For example, exposure of
endothelial cells to digestive serine protease reduces the fluid shear stress response, and is
accompanied by cleavage of the glycocalyx, the vascular endothelial growth factor receptor
2 as well as the insulin receptor (1). Unbound free fatty acids are cytotoxic to endothelial
cells by the same mechanism as they are to epithelial cells, i.e. by bilipid membrane
destruction.

Peripheral Organ Failure
Progressive loss of organ functions is a central problem in shock. The loss of function may
occur not only in organs that are directly affected by the initial trauma, but over time
includes innocent “bystander” organs. For example, local ischemia in the intestine by
temporary interruption of its blood flow (without ischemia in other organs) leads to
inflammation in the microcirculation of peripheral skeletal muscle, leukocyte activation and
interaction with the endothelium and parenchymal cell death (19). The lung capillaries
become permeable and fluid accumulates in the alveolar space while circulating neutrophils
become entrapped in the pulmonary capillary sheet (38), early complications that lead to
acute respiratory failure (13). Specific cell functions, like glucose transport, may be
compromised (33). Cell and organ failure go hand in hand. The more organs fail the lower
the probability for survival; when two or three organs have failed the probability of survival
is reduced to less than 50%.
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The question arises, is release of digestive enzymes and cytotoxic mediators from the
intestine a central part of multi-organ failure? The evidence we present above supports this
hypothesis. But to investigate further we need an approach to block the pancreatic digestive
enzymes and determine whether it reduces signatures for auto-digestion. Thus, we are not
only testing a potentially important hypothesis, but we may at the same time develop a
potential intervention.

A New Opportunity: Inhibition of Pancreatic Enzymes in the Lumen of the
Intestine

The “first line of defense” against autodigestion is preservation of the mucosal barrier. But
the clinical reality in many shock situations with injured and permeable intestines at the time
of arrival in a hospital requires the development of a “second line of defense”. The
therapeutic strategy in this case is to minimize autodigestion of the intestinal wall and
maximize preservation of the mucosal barrier, even though digestive enzymes may already
have escaped from the lumen of the intestine. We have developed an approach that is
designed to block digestive enzymes directly inside the lumen of the intestine (“enteral
blockade”). Enteral treatment allows application of digestive enzyme inhibitors at
concentrations that match the high concentrations of digestive enzymes inside the lumen of
the intestine. The enteral administration of an enzyme inhibitor can be achieved by injection
into an exposed intestine after an abdominal incision (14), or via infusion by a catheter (with
an inflatable balloon) placed at the entry of the small intestine (24), or slow infusion into the
intestine via a nasogastric tube in the lower part of the stomach (30).

These experiments show that pharmacological blockade of pancreatic digestive enzymes in
the lumen of the intestine reduces morphological damage to the intestine (Fig. 2, 3) and
attenuates inflammation in multiple shock models (including splanchnic artery occlusion,
hemorrhagic and endotoxic shock) (2, 12, 18–20, 38–40) and can be demonstrated in
multiple species (17, 24). Enteral blockade of digestive enzymes also significantly reduces
the level of inflammatory markers in the intestine, liver, heart, lung and in the systemic
circulation (14, 38) and attenuates plasma cytokine levels (19, 38). The characteristic lesion
formation at the level of the microcirculation in form of acute red blood cell leakage from
microvessels into the tissue, e.g. in the lung and heart muscle, is reduced after blockade of
digestive enzymes in the intestine. Enteral blockade of digestive enzymes also reduces
cytotoxicity in the microcirculation of peripheral organs, indicating that the ischemic
intestine serves as a source of inflammatory mediators and contributor to peripheral organ
failure, i.e. a source for the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) and
mechanism for multi-organ failure (19).

The enteral protease blockade is also associated with significantly improved post-shock
animal activities and blood pressure, reduced peripheral organ damage, as well as relatively
rapid return to normal food consumption, weight gain and intestinal motility (14, 38, 39).
Recovery of the intestine is a sine-qua-non for survival. Without exception non-survivors
after shock have lesions in the intestine.

Enteral blockade of the digestive enzymes is accompanied by reduction of long-term
mortality (≥3 months) (14). We demonstrated this protection in hemorrhagic, peritonitis and
endotoxic shock models and with three different digestive protease inhibitors administered
one hour after induction of shock. These results indicate that autodigestion by the powerful
digestive enzymes - in both ischemic and septic shock models - is a common denominator
for multi-organ failure and mortality. Furthermore, we obtained the first human evidence in
a septic shock patient who was treated upon consent by nasogastric tube administration of
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pancreatic digestive protease inhibitor that enteral blockade of digestive enzymes reduced
shock indicators and allowed full recovery and hospital discharge (30).

Enteral versus Intravenous Blockade of Digestive Enzymes
In the experiments described above, the digestive enzyme inhibitors were administered
directly into the lumen of the intestine as the most direct route to reach the digestive
enzymes in the intestine, even if they may already have leaked into the wall of the intestine.
In contrast to this enteral treatment, intravenous administration of digestive enzyme
inhibitors is less effective to block digestive enzymes in the intestine (12, 38). There are
multiple reasons. Transport into the lumen of the intestine via the intestinal circulation is
ineffective if intestinal microvessels are underperfused during autodigestion. High
concentrations of inhibitors are required to block the concentrated digestive enzymes, which
if directly administered into the circulation may compromise thrombosis and other vascular
functions. Preliminary evidence in septic patients suggests that intravenous administration of
digestive enzymes inhibitors may be ineffective (30).

Protease Activity and Receptor Cleavage in Chronic Inflammation
Many diseases are accompanied by a gastrointestinal co-morbidity. It remains to be
determined whether the intestine with its unique pool of powerful digestive enzymes is a
victim and secondary participant in the inflammation that accompanies such diseases, or
whether the intestine is in fact a driving mechanism for disease. This requires a systems
analysis in which the intestine needs to be looked at in the context of its digestive activity
and the choice of macronutrients that are selected as food source. There is evidence to
suggest that unchecked proteolytic activity may not only occur in extreme situations, like
shock, but also in chronic diseases, e.g. in hypertension and diabetes, but to a milder degree
and below the level of the tissue destruction seen in shock.

In the spontaneously hypertensive rat (a genetic model of hypertension) matrix
metalloproteinase activity can be detected in the plasma and in endothelial cells (53, 54).
The activity is lower than in shock, but sufficient to produce cell dysfunctions, many of
which are symptomatic for patients with hypertension and diabetes. Ectodomain proteolytic
cleavage of the insulin receptor in the spontaneously hypertensive rat leads to
hyperglycemia and a loss of the ability to transport glucose into cells, i.e. insulin resistance
(15). Proteolytic destruction of the beta-2 adrenergic receptor causes constriction of
arterioles and consequently elevation of central blood pressure, i.e. hypertension (49), and
cleavage of the ectodomain of the vascular endothelial growth factor 2 causes apoptosis of
endothelial cells, which at the level of capillaries leads to actual loss of these vessels, i.e.
capillary rarefaction (53), a common vascular complication in hypertension. Furthermore,
proteolytic cleavage of adhesion receptors leads to deficient rolling and adhesion of
leukocytes to the endothelium in the spontaneously hypertensive rat (3, 11, 52), and
ectodomain cleavage of chemotactic receptor (formal peptide receptor) leads to deficient
pseudopod projection and mechanotransduction response (10). The characteristically low
sleep quality of the spontaneously hypertensive rat is associated with ectodomain cleavage
of the serotonin receptor in the brain (55). Each of these diverse cell dysfunctions can be
restored by chronic blockade of protease inhibitors, suggesting that the underlying
mechanism for this chronic disease may involve unchecked activity of multiple families of
degrading proteases in the systemic circulation. There is a need for further exploration of
ectodomain destruction of membrane receptors by extracellular proteases in chronic human
hypertension and diabetes. The role of digestive enzymes in this process needs
identification, be it by direct involvement or by conversion of pro- into active degrading
enzymes, like the matrix metalloproteinases,
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Summary
The term ”autodigestion” has been coined in the past for the case of pancreatitis in which the
pancreas is digested by its own enzymes (4, 41). In the context of physiological shock and
sepsis, “autodigestion” refers to a broader phenomenon that includes, besides the pancreas,
the small intestine with its active digestive enzymes (Fig. 4). Containment of the digestive
process in the lumen of the small intestine requires an intact mucosal barrier. Compromise
of this barrier after ischemia or other injuries to the intestine allows leakage of digestive
enzymes into the lamina propria of the villi, the mucosa and muscularis of the intestinal
wall. Exposure of the wall of the intestine to its own digestive enzymes leads to
autodigestion with catastrophic consequences since the intestinal tissue and the circulation
have inadequate concentrations of protease inhibitors to block the concentrated digestive
enzymes. The digestive enzymes generate cytotoxic fragments, e.g. unbound free fatty acids,
and the mixture of digestive enzymes and cytotoxic fragments is transported into the
systemic circulation where they reach other organs and generate multiple cell dysfunctions
and eventual organ failure. The price to pay for a lifelong digestive process may be
autodigestion. At the end of life the digestive system appears to lose its ability to digest food
only and instead it also digests autologous tissue.

Outlook
Early blockade of digestive enzymes in the lumen of the intestine may serve as an
intervention to stop the destruction of cells and tissue structures in the intestine and in the
systemic circulation. It may be applied to patients at risk for (e.g. in cases of elective
surgery) or already in shock after an insult (14). To optimize such an approach, there is a
need for detailed analysis of the transport and activity of pancreatic digestive enzymes in-
vivo during normal digestion and analysis of the mucosal barrier properties in the digestive
track. This information will serve as the basis for understanding the mechanisms that lead to
the escape of digestive enzymes from the lumen of the intestine in pathophysiological
conditions (9). More sensitive and specific diagnostic tools to detect degrading enzyme
activity in patients are required (32). To minimize autodigestion, more specific digestive
enzyme inhibitors and optimal delivery methods need to be developed while at the same
time the nutritional needs of the patients may have to be met by alternative pathways, for
example by intravenous delivery.
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Figure 1. Food Digestion versus Autodigestion
Small intestine cross section during normal digestion in which digestive enzymes (proteases,
lipases, amylases, nucleases, ) are compartmentalized in the lumen to digest food particles
and after escape of digestive enzymes into the wall of the intestine and autodigestion (e.g.

). Escape of digestive enzymes and inflammatory fragments they generate escape into the
venular circulation and portal veins, into intestinal lymphatics and into the peritoneal space.
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Figure 2. Pancreatic Proteases as a Source for Inflammatory Mediators
Activation of naive donor leukocytes (in form of pseudopod formation by freely suspended
cells, (55)) generated by organ homogenates before (black bars) and after incubation (150
min) in pancreatic trypsin (yellow bars). The lumen of the intestine was rinsed before
homogenization. The tissue homogenates contain insignificant endotoxin levels to stimulate
significant leukocyte activation. All activation values with trypsin are significantly higher
(p<0.05) except for the case of the pancreas.
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Figure 3. Entry of Digestive Enzymes into the Wall of the Intestine
Micrographs of pancreatic chymotrypsin labeled by immunohistochemistry on frozen
sections of rat small intestine before (left panel, control), after 30 min of ischemia without
(middle panel) and with a protease inhibitor (tranexamic acid, see (9))(right panel) in the
lumen of the intestine. Food items in the lumen (L) and the spaces between villi (arrow)
exhibit chymotrypsin labeling in controls with minimal labeling within the villi (V) and
notable labeling in the muscularis (M). Chymotrypsin label is enhanced during ischemia and
attenuated in the presence of enteral protease inhibition. Length of cross bar is 50 μm.
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Figure 4. Morphological Destruction of the Intestinal Mucosal in Shock
Micrograph of small intestine cross section (stained with toluidine blue) with villi in control
rat (left panel), after hemorrhagic shock without (middle) and with enteral digestive protease
inhibition (tranexamic acid, (14)) (right). The characteristic destruction of the villi in
hemorrhagic shock (arrows) is attenuated after blockade of the pancreatic digestive
proteases. Length of the crossbar is 50 μm.
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